Hello Elissa and Brian,

This is a great summary of the changes that need to be made. Thank you for initiating it Elissa.

This change occurred in January 2011 when the Chancellor’s Office deleted the A thru I codes and added the “Y” code. Since the change did not occur in our system, I have instead translated the codes on my extraction end to “Y” (when it picks up an “A’, the system translates and reports a “Y” for all but J, K and L.)

Brian D.:
How would you like to proceed to get these changed implemented for the colleges?

1. Add “Y Credit Course” to COURSE PURPOSES val code table
2. If they cannot be suppressed, add “DNU” to all but J, K, L and Y
3. If possible, change the description of L to read L – Non-Enhanced Funding
4. Lastly, is there any way to make them ordered so the J K L and Y show at the top of the list, perhaps Z to A would make them on TOP?

Thank you
Shawna Dean
X6518
Hi Brian and Shawna,
I came across a coding issue in Datatel when trying to add a new class to the State Inventory. It looks like there are discrepancies between State coding options and the options in Datatel.

CB11 coding at the State provides the following options
(http://extranet.cccco.edu/Portals/1/TRIS/MIS/Left_Nav/DED/Data_Elements/CB/cb11.pdf):
Y Credit Course

and noncredit courses:
J Workforce Preparation Enhanced Funding
K Other Noncredit Enhanced Funding
L Non-Enhanced funding

However, in Datatel, we don’t have a “Y” option (we have been selecting “A” if the course is an A&S course and “I” if the course is a CTE course). We also have what appear to be a lot of a lot of outdated codes. I talked this over with Brian Sanders, and he would like a “Y Credit Course” field to be added as an option to this drop down menu in Datatel. Additionally, the verbiage for “L” should be updated from “L Not eligible for enh fund” to “L Non-Enhanced Funding.” Finally, “do not use” should be added to all codes other than Y, J, K, L.

For example: A Liberal Arts & Sciences (do not use)

Can you take a look at this? I am cc’ing Heather Townsend at MJC since she works with this code regularly.
Thank you,
Elissa

Elissa Creighton
Curriculum Process Specialist
11600 Columbia College Drive
Sonora, Ca 95370
209.588.5141